Harrison showed in [7] that his definition of prime (see § 1) yields the finite and real infinite prime divisors of number fielos, as well as yielding the "primes" (i.e., prime ideals) of the rings of integers of these fields. His conjecture ( [7, p. 13, footnote] ), that a suitable modification of this definition existed which would yield objects in the arithmetic of "noncommutative number fields", was the starting point for this investigation; § 3 contains the results. NOTATION . Throughout this paper all algebras will be assumed finite dimensional and all fields considered will be assumed not locally finite unless explicitly stated otherwise. (By locally finite we mean each element is contained in a finite subfield.) Z, Q, and R will denote the integers, rationals, and reals, respectively. For sets A and B, A\B = {x e A I x g B} . I* Preliminaries. In this section we prepare for the body of the paper by fixing notation and definitions we will need and proving some preliminary general results. We refer the reader to [7] for all unproved assertions about primes.
A preprime of a ring R with identity 1 is a nonempty subset closed under addition and multiplication and not containing -1; a prime is a maximal preprime. A prime P is called finite if 1 g P, which is equivalent to aeP if and only if -aeP, i.e., P is an 246 HOYT D. WARNER additive subgroup of R; otherwise P is called infinite. If P is finite, A P = {aeR\aP £ P and Pa £ P} is a subring of R and A P /P = yfc P is a locally finite field. If P is a finite prime of a field i* 7 , then A P is a valuation ring of F with P its ideal of nonunits. When F is a global field the finite primes of F are thus in one-to-one correspondence with the finite prime divisors of F. We note also that for F a number field, the infinite primes which generate F as a ring (called real infinite primes in [7] ) are in one-to-one correspondence with the real infinite prime divisors (i.e., the real places) of F [7, Proposition 3.5] . We will say a finite prime P of a field F is discrete rank one if the valuation determined by A P is nontrivial and discrete rank one. If R S S are rings, P and T are primes of R, S, respectively, we shall say "T extends P" if and only if Γ3P, which is equivalent to TΠ R = P. Note that if T extends P then T is finite if and only if P is finite.
The following lemma generalizes [7, Proposition 2.1] to noncentral elements of a ring. LEMMA 
Let P be a finite prime of a ring R. Let a, b e R. Then aPb £ P and ab e P imply a e P or b e P.
Proof. Suppose aPb £ P, αί > e P, but neither a nor 6 are in P. For ΐ ^ 1, let W { (a) be the set of all finite sums of elements of R of the form a Q aa x a a^aa^ where a ά e Z l + P for 0 ^ j ^ i; let TF 0 (α) = P and note ffi^α) is an additive group for each i. Let T a = Σ~Wi(a); this is precisely the smallest additively and multiplicatively closed subset of R containing P and α, hence it must contain -1 since a£P implies T a 3 P, and P is a maximal preprime. Likewise -leT b (defined similarly). Write The facts in the following corollary were first observed by Manis and Harrison (unpublished Proof. (1) : If α bg)), α and b two sided ideals then aPb £ aRb cfgP, so if α §£ p, i.e., a g£ P, the lemma implies b £ P, i.e., b S ί>. (2): αδ e -A P and a, be center implies aPb = abP gPso a <£ A P implies aa$P for some a e P, but aaPb g aPb £ P and (αα')δ e αP6 £ P then implies be P. (3): A P Π R, £ A Pl is clear. P, Q P ^ A P , so suppose α G ^4. Pl \Pi; then as A P JP ι is a locally finite field, a n -1 e P : for some %; so α TO e 1 + P x £ 1 + P £ A P , and hence ae A P by (2). (4): By (2), A P Π K is a valuation ring; since (A P Π K)/(Pf] K) is a subring, hence a subfield, of the locally finite field ^4 P /P, P Π K is the maximal ideal of A P f]K and is a prime of K by [7, Proposition 2.5 ].
The following corollary shows that in studying the primes of a finite dimensional iΓ-algebra Σ, it is sufficient to study the case when Σ is simple, as we shall do in this paper. COROLLARY let C Proof. Note that if R is a ring, α a two sided ideal of R then P ^ α is a preprime or prime of R if and only if P/a is a preprime or prime of R/a. Next observe that if P is a prime of R and R = ϊ>! + + b n , bί two sided ideals with bfij £ P for i Φ j then all but one of the b { is contained in P, by (1) of 1.2. Hence P/(Σij*ih) is a prime of the ring R/Yjj^bj. The last two assertions now follow immediately, observing that as rad Σ is nilpotent, rad Σ £ T for any finite prime T by (1) of 1.2. That Tf]C is a prime of C follows from the preceeding remarks and (4) of 1.2.
In § 3 and § 4 below we shall be considering finite primes T of a simple i£-algebra Σ which satisfy K*T=Σ, i.e., such that T contains a if-basis for Σ. The following proposition suggests that, by analogy with the commutative case, it is not unreasonable to impose this condition on (finite) primes of a noncommutative algebra. PROPOSITION 
Proof. First note that Tf] K, a prime of K by 1.3, is Φ 0 (as K is not locally finite) soίΓ3i Γ as T2(Tfl K)A T ; thus KT = Σ if and only if KA T = Σ. Proof of (1): If aeΣ then [Σ: K] < oo implies a n + a x a n -1 + + a n = 0 for α< e K, not all zero. Tf)K= P is a finite prime of K by 1.2, (4) , and so A P = A τ Π K is a valuation ring of K by [7, Proposition 2.5] and there exists a Φ 0 in P with α^i G P for 1 <; ΐ <; n. One checks that then aa is integral over A P , so a fortiori over A τ , hence 6m e A Γ as A τ is integrally closed by [7, Proposition 2.7] . Thus αeίΓ A Γ , and (1) holds. (2): If Σ is arbitrary, let P be a finite prime of K; P Φ {0} and A P is a valuation ring of K. If 1 -x ly x 2 , , x n is a iΓ-basis of Σ and aj^. = ΣfcTίj fcίBfc, Ύ ijk G ίΓ for i, j ^ 2, we can choose a Φ 0 in P such that <x7 ίiA . G A P for all i y jjk (using A P a valuation ring of K); then one checks S = P + Σ? A P (ax 3 ) is a preprime of I 7 containing P and a if-basis for Σ m , any prime Γ containing S is as desired. (3): By Corollary 1.3, T Γ) C is a (finite) prime of C, and hence by (1) over which Σ is finite dimensional and is equivalent to requiring C T = Σ for C the center of Σ.
We conclude this section by stating the main result of [10] and deriving a corollary we will need. PROPOSITION 1.6. ([10, Th. 3 2 , where 1 = ε λ + ε 2 + e 3 , the ε t are orthogonal idempotents, and ε 3 has rank 1 (so ε 3 Φ 0).
Proof. T=L(W,U),
άim k W/U=l so W = kx @ U for some %; write F = ϊF' 0 W= J70 TF' 0 kx. Let e lf ε 2 , ε 3 be the idempotents associated with the decomposition (i.e., ε 1 Then as (1 -ε 2 )V = (ε, + ε s )F= ί70/cx = PΓ and as ί PΓg C7 S kernel of 1 -ε 19 (1 -ε,) 
2. Brandt groupoid generators over classical dedekind domains* First we recall some facts and establish notation. Throughout this section R will denote a Dedekind domain distinct from its quotient field K, and Σ will denote a separable (see [4] ) i£-algebra. We refer the reader to [4] , [5] , and [6] for the following facts. An iϋ-lattice M in Σ is a finite (i.e., finitely generated) i2-submodule of Σ with K M-Σ. An J?-order in Σ is a subring which is an iϋ-lattice; every iϋ-order is contained in a maximal one. If M is an iϋ-lattice, N k (product in the groupoid) where the iV, are indecomposable (i.e., not expresible as a groupoid product of nonunit integral normal lattices); the indecomposable jβ-lattices are exactly the maximal one-sided ideals in the maximal iϋ-orders in Σ, and are called the generators of the Brandt Groupoid (over R in Σ).
The main result of this section is a characterization of the generators of the Brandt Groupoid over R, when R satisfies the additional condition that each maximal ideal P of R is a prime of R, or equivalently R/P is a locally finite field for each maximal ideal P. We shall call such Dedekind domains "classical", since this condition is satisfied by all Dedekind domains whose quotient fields are (possibly infinite) algebraic number fields, and is also satisfied by the valuation rings of classical local fields; moreover, any Dedekind domain which is finitely generated (as a ring) is classical by [5, p. 68, Th. 3] . Proof. Let I = I R be the set of generators of the Brandt Groupoid over R in Σ, and let W = W R be the set of all preprimes of Σ which are also finite ϋ?-submodules of Σ. We are to prove that I is the set of maximal elements of W.
lί SeW then R + S is a subring which is a finite i?-module so is contained in an i?-order A (Proposition 1.1 of [4] ) so S Q A; thus the elements of S are integral over R. A key step is the following:
Let P be any maximal ideal of R with P a S Π i?. Let A be any R-order containing S. Then there exists a positive integer n with P n A + Se W, i.e., P n A + S is a preprime.
Proof. 1$S so SπR is a proper ideal of R and P exists. P n A + S $ W for all positive integers n means 1 e P n A + S for all n (as P n A + S is a finite ϋ?-module closed under + and ). Let R P be the localization of R at P, let M P = R P M for any i?-submodule of Σ. Then 1 e Pp 1 A P + S P for all n which implies, as R P is a Noetherian local ring and A P is a finite i? P -module, that le S P (Proposition 6, of Chapt. 3, § 3, no. 3 of [5] ). But then there exists s e R\P such that s l = s e S i.e., s e S Π R S P, a contradiction.
Combining the initial remarks with the lemma above, any S e W is contained in S t e W with S^K -I 7 . Now apply Zorn's lemma to the inductive collection of preprimes T of Σ such that T S S l9 T is an jβ-submodule of 2* and T consists of elements of Σ integral over R; let T be maximal such. Then R + T is a ring of elements integral over R and iΓ(J? + T) a iΓ-Si = £ so R f Γ is an iZ-order of Σ hence a finite i?-module, hence Te W, and clearly T is maximal in W (since we noted any Se W consists of integral elements). Thus any element S of W is contained in a maximal element T of W. Now suppose T is any maximal element of W. T Π R = P is a maximal ideal (as T Π R ^ P, a maximal ideal of iϋ, implies T + P is a preprime and a finite P-module so T = T + P) and P is a prime of R as i? is classical. Next let A be any i?-order containing ϊ 7 , we claim T is a prime of A. For suppose Γg^a prime of A Then 2\ Π R is a preprime of R containing the prime P = T Π i? of i2, so 2\ Π iϊ = P, and hence by Corollary 1.2, (3) i? = A P = A Tχ Π iί, i.e., 2\ is an i?-module. But TΊ ^ 4 a finite i2-module so 2\ is a finite P-module so 2\ e TΓ and Ti = T by maximality of T in W. Now let /ί be any maximal iί-order containing T, a maximal element of W. We contend T is either a left or a right ideal of Λ, hence a maximal left or right ideal of A (as all proper ideals of A are in W) and hence a generator of the Brandt Groupoid. By Lemma 2.2, T contains a nonzero two-sided ideal of A so by Corollary 1.2, (1), the largest two-sided ideal p of A contained in T is a nonzero prime ideal hence a maximal ideal of A. Hence (as T is a prime of A)T = Γ/p is a prime of the simple JB = iϋ/P algebra /f = A/p. But β is a locally finite field so any finite dimensional division algebra over R is again a locally finite field (see [7] ), so either A is a locally finite field or A ~Ή.ora k {V, V), k locally finite, 2d im /c V < co. In the first case T = {0} i.e., T = p and we are done (this is always the case when Σ is commutative). In the second case, by Corollary 1.7, T = e t A + Ae 2 with 1 = ε t + ε 2 + ε 3 in A, εô rthogonal idempotents in A, and ε 3 ^ 0. Choose e { e A, 1 <^ ΐ ^ 3 with e x + p = ε 1? e z -r p = ε. z , β 3 = 1 -(β x + e 2 ), so β 3 + p -ε 3 and 1 = e L + e 2 + e 3 . Then Γ = e L A + /ίβ 2 + p. Our assertion about T will be proven if we can show either e L ep or e 2 ep (as then T = e x /ί + p, a right ideal, or = Λe 2 + p, a left ideal). So suppose both e L and e 2 are not in p. Let S = T + βip" 1^; using e^j e p if ί φ j (as ε^Sy = 0 if % φ j) one checks that S is closed under multiplication as well as addition. If -leS, then 1 e S (as -SgS) so as -e, -e 2 e T S S,
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HOYT D. WARNER e 3 = 1 -e, -e 2 e S. But then e 3 e 3 e 3 e e 3 Se 3 which one checks (using again e^j e p if i Φ j) is contained in p, so ε 3 = (ε 3 ) 3 = (e z f + p = 0, a contradiction. Hence -1 g S, so S e TF (as S is clearly a finite iϋ-module), and hence S = T as T is maximal in W. Then e 1 p~1β 2 S S = T ξΞ: Λ, but as Λfo + p)Λ = Λ since ^ ί ί > for i = 1, 2, e ] p~ιe 2 C Λ implies p" 1 = ΛLp" 1^ -Λ^ + p)Λp~1Λ(e 2 + t>)^l S -4, a contradiction. To complete the proof of 2.1 it remains to show that any Tel, i.e., any generator of the Brandt Groupoid, is maximal in W; but if T were not maximal we would have T £ 2\ maximal in TΓ, but then TΊe J and (by Satz. 16, p. 76 of [6] (1) If Σ is a separable field extension then I R is the set of nonzero prime ideals of the integral closure R of R in Σ, so the theorem characterizes them "intrinsically".
(2) The final assertion of the theorem shows that a maximal i?-order A in Σ again is "classical" since the maximal one-sided ideals of A are primes of A.
(3) The finite iϋ-module preprimes S with KS=Σ are precisely the proper integral J?-lattices (M proper meaning MS^0 t (M)), so the theorem shows every proper integral ϋMattiee is contained in a maximal one, which is in fact a normal lattice.
(4) It follows immediately from the proof above (or use [6] ) that if T is a generator of the Brandt Groupoid over R in Σ, then T is contained in exactly two maximal ϋ?-orders, namely Oι{T) and O r (T).
3* Spanning primes of a simple algebra* In this section we apply Theorem 2.1 in the special case when R is the valuation ring A P of a discrete rank one prime P and Σ is central, to show that the generators of the Brandt Groupoid of normal A P -lattices are then precisely the spanning primes of Σ extending P. With this we can characterize spanning primes over global fields. A close analysis of the case when A P is complete and use of Rutherford's Theorem (Proposition 1.6) yields some apparently new information about the factorization of the unique maximal ideal of a maximal A P -order as a product of generators. (
1) T is a spanning prime of Σ extending P; (2) T is a prime of Σ extending P and Tis a finite A P -module; FINITE PRIMES IN SIMPLE ALGEBRAS

(3) T is a generator of the Brandt Groupoid of normal A Pίattices in Σ.
Proof. We first assume that A P is a complete discrete rank one valuation ring and prove 3.1, then deduce the general case. The proof depends on the special case when Σ is a division algebra, in which the situation is particularly simple. PROPOSITION 
Let D be a (not necessarily central) division algebra over K. Let P be a finite prime of K with A P a complete discrete rank one valuation ring. Then there is a unique prime T of D extending P. Namely, T is the unique maximal one or twosided ideal of the unique maximal A P -order Δ in D. T is a spanning prime of D and T is a finite A P -submodule of D.
Proof. Let T be any prime of D with T 3 P; such a T always exists by Zorn's lemma, and T is a finite prime if P is. Then TΓ) K = P and A P £ A τ (by Corollary 1.2, (3)) so that T is an A Psubmodule of D. To show T = p, the unique maximal one or twosided ideal of Δ, it suffices to show T C A. For then T is a finite Ap-module and so a maximal finite A P -module preprime, hence by Theorem 2.1, T = p, as p is the only maximal one-sided ideal of a maximal A P -order in D. Let te T. lϊteKthen teTf)K= P^A P^Δ .
If t e T\K let f(x) = Σ? a { x l be the monic minimum polynomial for t over K, so a n -1. Since Σ is a division algebra and t Φ 0, / is irreducible. Let v be the (exponential) valuation determined by A r .
by what we just showed, so v{aι) ^ 0 for all i and f(x) e A P [x] , proving t is integral over A P , and hence teΔ. Done.
Proof of 3.1 in the case that A P is complete, and Σ is not a division algebra: applying Theorem 2.1, we see immediately that (2) implies (3) since (2) implies T is a maximal element of the set of finite Ap-module preprimes in Σ; moreover, as T is then a normal iMattice, K-T= Σ, so also (2) implies (1) .
To show (1) implies (2) we identify Σ with (D) n where D is a division algebra finite dimensional (and central) over K, and n > 1. Let T satisfy (1) and let {ε^ \ 1 ^ ΐ, j ^ n] be the usual matrix units (Si, has 1 in ϊ, i-th spot, 0 elsewhere). Let π be a prime element of A P , i.e., πA P = P. Then KT = Σ implies there exists a positive integer k with n h e io eT for all i,j. We assert that TS(π~2 k T 0 ) n where T o is the unique prime of D extending P (see 3.2); if so then since TO K = P implies T is an A P -module (by (3) of Corollary 1.2) and since T Q is a finite A P -module (by Proposition 3.2), T will be a finite A P -module, proving (2) Thus (1) is equivalent to (2) . Finally if (3) holds, i.e., T is a generator of the groupoid, let T x be any prime of Σ containing T; then KT, ^ KT = Σ so (1) holds for T 19 hence (2) holds for T 19 so T,e W AP so T, = T as Γ is maximal in Tϊ^P by Theorem 2.1. Thus (2) and (1) hold for T, concluding the proof of 3.1 when A P is complete.
To deduce the general case we apply the following well known lemma: Proof. See Chapter 7 of [5] . One easily checks that M need not be a finitely generated A-module in (1).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose first that T satisfies (1) of Theorem 3.1. Then T is an A P -submodule of Σ and KT = Σ. Hence (letting ()% denote P-adic completion) T* = T(g)Ap is an AJ-submodule of Σ$ = Σ(g)K?, Γ 3 P 4? = P* the maximal ideal of Af (a prime of K£) and T* spans Σ%; moreover T* is a preprime of Σ% as -le T 7 * implies -1 e T* Π Σ = T (by 3.3, (1)), a contradiction. Now, letting T x be any prime of Σ% with ϊ 7 ! 3 Γ, T ± is a spanning prime extending P* and hence a finite A P -module. This proves T* is an A?-lattice in Σ$, so Γ= Γ* Π I' is an A P~l attice in Σ by 3.3, (2), and (2) (3) holds, suppose T is not a prime, and let T x be any prime of Σ containing T. Then KT X z> KT = Σ (as T is an A Plattice) so T 1 is a spanning prime and hence by what we just showed T x is a finite ^4 P -module. But T is a maximal finite -A P -module preprime by Theorem 2.1 so Γ= T lf a contradiction. Thus 3.1 is proven.
REMARK. If Σ is a division algebra, (l)- (3) of Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to: T is a prime of Σ extending P and T consists of A Pintegral elements. For suppose this condition holds and let KT -
As Σ is a division algebra, Σ o is a division algebra with center L 3 K. Let S = Tf] L, a prime of L by Corollary 1.2, (4) . KT = 2Ό implies ϊ 7 is a spanning prime of 2Ό (by Proposition 1.4) so (as A s must again be a discrete rank one valuation ring) T is a finite Ag-module by 3.1. As SgT all elements of S are A P -integral so by [5, p. 151 
of Σ are the generators of the Brandt Groupoids over the nontrivial valuation rings of Σ. Specifically, if T is spanning then T Π K -P is a finite prime of K and T is a generator of the Brandt Groupoid of normal A P -lattices in Σ.
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 3.1. Turning again to the situation of Theorem 3.1 we study the complete case more closely, with the aid of Rutherford's Theorem (Proposition 1.6), and obtain information on the groupoid generators, i.e., spanning primes in Σ, which divide the maximal ideal of a maximal order. THEOREM 
Let Σ be a central simple K-algebra. Let P be a discrete rank one finite prime of K. Let Λ be a maximal A P -order of Σ with unique maximal ideal p.
(
1) The primes of Σ which contain p are precisely those generators of the Brandt Groupoid of normal A P 4attices which divide, i.e., contain p.
2) The map T-> *(TΓ\ A)jp gives one-to-one correspondence between the generators which divide p and the set of finite primes of the finite dimensional simple k P = A P /P-algebra A = Λ/p, which set is completely described by Rutherford's Theorem (Proposition 1.6). (3) For each generator T which divides p there is an integer r = r(T, p) ^ 1 such that T can only appear as the r-th term in any factorization of p as a product (in the groupoid) of generators.
Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, as Γ3f) implies KT2 Kp = Σ and Tf)K^pΓ)K=P.
To prove (2) and (3) it suffices to consider the case when A P is complete, for M-> M § § A P and M* -> M* Π Σ gives an isomorphism between the Brandt Groupoid in Σ over A P and that in Σ P over A% (see § 11 of Chapter 6 of [6] ). If Σ P is a division algebra then p is already a prime, A is a locally finite field and there is nothing to prove. Hence we assume A P is complete and we identify Σ with Hom^ίV, V), D a central division algebra over K, V a right D-vector space with 2 <£ dim^ V < ©o. Let z/ be the unique maximal A P -order in D with unique maximal ideal πΔ = z/ττ (where 7Γ is not necessarily in K); A is a (noncommutative) discrete rank one valuation ring of D (cf. [11, Chap. 2]).
For M and N right J-submodules of V let
L(M,N) -{αeί|αilίgiV}.
Let Λ be the fixed maximal A P -order of Σ. Then A = L(E, E) = Honij (£7, i?) for a free z/-submodule £of 7 with rank^ E=n = ά\m D V, and the unique maximal ideal p oί A i.e., the radical of A, equals L(E, Eπ). Let Ω E denote the set of all free, rank n, zί-submodules F of V such that F S E but F £ Eπ.
CLAIM, (a) every maximal .R-order Λ r equals L(F, F) for a unique FeΩ E ; (b) every prime T of Σ with T^p has the form T= L(W T , U τ )
for a unique pair of free, rank n, J-submodules of E, with W τ 2 C/y, 2 Ϊ/TΓ and rank, (W τ / U τ ) = 1. 
representation of T as L(W T , U τ ).
Thus (2) 
Suppose A P /P is a finite field (which is always true for the classical fields). Then the maximal ideal p of a maximal Ap-order A is divisible by only finitely many generators of the Brandt Groupoίd over A P (although there are in general (see § 4) infinitely many distinct maximal A P -orders in Σ.)
Proof. A/p is a finite ring. 4* The Non-split case; self conjugate primes* In this section we study the special situation which arises when a discrete rank one prime P of K does not have infinitely many extensions to spanning primes of Σ, and give a characterization of division algebras of prime power degree. (1) Σ contains only finitely many spanning primes extending P; (2) there is a unique prime T of Σ extending P; Remarks. In condition (5), "is spanning" can be replaced by "is a finite A P -module" or by "consists of A P -integral elements". (2), (3) and either one of these alternate versions of (5) are equivalent when Σ is merely simple and separable, e.g., when Σ is a separable field extension of K.
We will say P is nonsplit in Σ if any of (l)- (4) above hold.
Proof. By § 3 there is a one-to-one correspondence between the spanning primes of Σ extending P and the spanning primes of the P-adic completion Σ% of Σ which extend P* (the prime of Kp). Either there is exactly one maximal A P -order in Σp or there are infinitely many, according as Σ% is a division algebra or is not. With 3.1, 3.2 and the remark at the end of § 2, this implies that Σ% contains exactly one prime, or contains infinitely many spanning primes according as it is a division algebra or not. Thus (1) is equivalent to (3) . Clearly (2) implies (1); (3) implies (2) for if Ti is any prime of Σ extending P then by Lemma 3.3 (1) , T ι Ά% is a preprime of Σ% which extends P*, so T^A* S T* the unique prime in Σ$ extending P*, hence T* Π Σ a ϊ\ which implies (as T* Π Σ is a preprime) T x = T* Π Σ, the unique spanning prime of Σ extending P. Thus (1), (2), and (3) are equivalent.
(2) clearly implies (4) . Suppose (4) holds and let T be self conjugate. Suppose that (3) does not hold, i.e., that Σp is not a division algebra. Then there are infinitely many maximal A P -orders in Σ which are all conjugate under inner automorphisms of Σ (by Proposition 3.5 of [4] ) and hence (using remark at end of § 2 and Th. 3.1) given any spanning prime it has infinitely many distinct conjugates. Thus T cannot be spanning. But we show that it is: for let Σ Q = K-T = {Σ oaU \ a, e K, U e T}, the iΓ-subalgebra generated by T (as Γ Γg T). We assert that K-T contains every unit of Σ. If so, we are done, as one checks Σ has a basis consisting of units. Let u be a unit in Σ and suppose u $ KT. Then u 0 A τ (as T Π K = P Φ 0 implies A τ S KT) so uT = Tu g T and there exists t e T with ut$T; but u-\ut)eT and u~1TuT= T t^T so by Lemma 1.1, w-1 e T £ KT. But KT is a iΓ-subalgebra of Σ so u~ιe KT implies u e KT, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the equivalence of conditions (1) to (4). (5) is equivalent to (6): if (5) holds then Σ must be a division algebra, for otherwise there exists ae Σ with a 2 = 0 and then P + Ka is a preprime of Σ containing P which is not a finite A P -module, so cannot be contained in a spanning prime. (5) is equivalent to the assertion that every preprime T of Σ containing P is a finite A Pmodule, hence in particular every prime of a subfield L 2 K of Σ which extends P must be a finite A P -module. But this implies, by [5, p. 151, Proposition 6] that P has a unique extension to each such L, and (6) holds. Now suppose (6) holds and suppose T is a prime of Σ extending P. Each x e T is in the unique extension of P to the subfield K(x) of Σ, and so x is integral over A P by the result°f [5] just quoted. Hence Γ is spanning by the remark following Theorem 3.3.
Clearly (2) implies (5) so any one of the first four conditions implies the last two. We conclude by showing that if K is a global field (i.e., an algebraic number field or an algebraic function field over a finite field) then (6) implies (3), so that all the conditions are equivalent. Suppose then (6) holds and suppose that Σ% is not a division algebra. 1 Let n be the degree of Σ(n 2 -[Σ: K\) . We have Σp ~ (D) k1 k > 1 and degree D = m < n, with m | n. Let P -P o , P lf •••, P s be a finite set of finite primes of K including all the finite primes Q at which Σ is not unramified, i.e., all those Q with I 7 ! not split. By the Grunwald-Wang Theorem [3, p. 106, Th. 5] there exists a normal field extension L of K (which is even a cyclic extension) with the following properties (letting n P = [L|: K P ] for S any extension of P to L): n P = m, n P . = n for i = 1, , s, n Q = 2 for each real infinite prime Q of K for which Σq is not split, and [L: K] = n. Then by construction, for every finite or real infinite prime Q of K, the Q-index of Σ (i.e., the index of Σ$) divides the Q-degree of L over K. Thus the Q-index of Σ ® κ L is 1 for all Q and Σ® κ L~{L) n by Hasse's theorem ( [12, p. 206, Th. 2] ). But then by [6, p. 46, Satz 14] and the fact that [L: K] = n = degree of Σ, L is isomorphic to a maximal subfield of Σ. Therefore, P has a unique extension to a prime of L, which implies the P-degree of L over K must be n (as the P-degree = e f which equals n as efg = n, g = 1) a contradiction to our construction of L with P-degree = m <n.
REMARK. The equivalence of (2) and (5) Proof It suffices to prove the assertions of the last two sentences, the rest being immediate consequences of previous results. As xA τ x~ι -A τ for all x Φ 0 in A τ , to show A τ is a valuation ring we need only show x $ A τ implies x" 1 e A τ . But x#A τ implies (as xT = Tx) that xT£]T, say xti T for te T. Then χ-'xte T and x~ιTxt^T so by Lemma 1.1, xtgT implies x~ι e T, as required. The associated valuation is discrete rank one since T is a principal ideal of A τ by Corollary to Proposition 3.3 of [4] . By hypothesis Σ P is a division algebgra. T* = T-A% is the prime of Σ P extending P* = P Af and A* is a (noncommutative) valuation ring of Σ P with [Γ τ *: Γ P *\ [kτ+: 11, p. 54, Th. 11] ). But A τ */T* = A τ /T (see [6] ) and A P */P* = A P /P, and also P-A τ = T e and P* A T * -(T*) e so by order theory (see [6] ) [Γ τ *ι Γ P *] = e = [Γ τ : Γ Γ ], proving the last assertion.
We conclude this section by showing that over a global field the existence of a self conjugate finite or infinite prime characterizes the division algebras among all central simple algebras of prime power degree. Indeed when char (K) Φ 0 and K has only discrete rank one valuations, Theorem 4.1 shows this result is equivalent, for algebras of prime degree, to the Hasse local splitting theorem (i.e., "Σ is a matrix algebra if and only if Σ% is a matrix algebra for all primes P of K"). This suggests proving the Hasse splitting theorem for, say, (generalized) quaternion algebras over an arbitrary field of nonzero characteristic whose valuations are discrete rank one by directly proving the existence of a self-con jugate prime in such algebras. The author is indebted to D. K. Harrison for these observations and for conjecturing the following result. PROPOSITION Proof. First suppose I is a division algebra. The degree of Σ -exponent of Σ (in the Brauer Group of K) = the least common multiple of the P-exponents m p of Σ, i.e., of the exponents of the completions Σ% of Σ at the primes P (finite and real infinite) of K. But all the P-exponents are divisors of p k , hence powers of p, and so for some P, the P-exponent of Σ equals p k , i.e., the index of Σ P is p k . Since p k is the degree of Σp, Σ% is a division algebra. If P is a finite prime we are done; when char (K) -p Φ 0 this must happen. So suppose char (K) = 0 and P is real infinite. If K = Q, so that P is the unique infinite prime of Q, then Σp = H the ordinary (Hamiltonian) quaternions, so degree Σ = 2, and since by Hasse Reciprocity Σanp (Σ\P) = 0 (mod 1) (where (Σ | P) is the Hasse invariant of Σ at P), there must exist a finite prime P' with (Σ\P) ί 0 (modi), hence with m P , > 1, hence with m P , = 2 (as m P , | degree Σ) hence with Σ%, a division algebra. Finally suppose K is any algebraic number field. We have Σp a division algebra, i.e., Σ% -H. Then degree Σ = 2, Σ is a (generalized) quaternion division algebra over K. We assert that P is in fact an (infinite) prime of Σ and hence (as P £Ξ K) a selfconjugate prime of Σ as required. Suppose P §Ξ T a prime of Σ. Then (as P is a prime of K) T g K, so let α e T\K. The subfield iΓ(α) of I 7 is a quadratic extension of K, in fact K{a) = iΓ(δ) for some δ e J with δ 2 e K. Let Γ o be any infinite prime of K(b) containing a and extending P (T o exists as α and P are in the preprime T f] K(b)). By [7] , JΓ 0 is an archimedean order in the subfield L of Kφ) which it generates; but (as P is real infinite so is the cone of an ordering of K-see [7] ) L^2K and (as aeT 0 ) aeL so L = K(a) = Kφ).
Hence T o is an order in Kφ) so ί> 2 e T o , hence in T 0 Π K = P. But now consider Σ? = -#> and identify iΓ with a subfield of R via the unique isomorphism K-^ T which sends P into R + , the nonnegative reals. Then be H and b 2 = re P eiί f , and r ^ 0. Hence r = f for some real number t and we have (δ -r)(δ + r) = 0 with δ -r and b + r Φ 0 as δ is not in the center K of Σ, so not in the center R of iϊ, which is a contradiction since if is a division algebra. Now suppose Σ is any central simple algebra over the global field K of arbitrary degree, and suppose T is a self-conjugate prime of Σ. We show Σ must be a division algebra. If T is finite then we are done, by Theorem 4.1 (for condition (4) 5* Miscellaneous results* In this brief section we prove the analogue, for a central simple algebra Σ over a global field K, of the fact that each unit (i.e., nonzero element) of K is contained in only finitely many primes of the field, and we discuss the topology on the space of all finite primes of Σ.
Let X S (Σ, P) = X S (P) be the set of spanning primes of Σ which extends the finite prime P of K. X S (P) Φ 0 by Proposition 1.4. Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 3.1, [2, Proposition 3.5] , and the fact that maximal left ideals in a fixed maximal order are conjugate. The second assertion follows from the corresponding assertion about X S (Σ%, P*) (P-adic completions), which holds as Σ% is not a division algebra by Theorem 4. Proof Let f(x) = x n + a^' 1 + + a n be the minimum polynomial for a over K; a is a unit of Σ if and only if a n Φ 0. The set {a iy , a n } £ A P for all but a finite number of finite primes P of K, as K is a global field. If {a ιy , a n ] g A P then a e T for a spanning prime T of Σ extending P if and only if a n e P. For, aeT implies α Λ = -α 11 -^*-1 ^αeip ΓgΓ so α: % e TnϋΓ = P, while conversely if α: w e P, α A P [α] is a finitely generated A P -module (since a is integral over A P by hypothesis) and a preprime (as it is a proper ideal); therefore by § 2 and §4, a-A P [a] , and hence α, is contained in a spanning prime extending P. Thus a can be in some Te X S (Σ, P) for infinitely many P if and only if a n e P infinitely many P if and only if a n = 0.
We recall the topology on the space Y(Σ) of all primes of Σ, as defined in [7] . A subbase for the open sets consists of the sets
The topology is T, and is not Hausdorff Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 5.1, the observation that Σ P is a division algebra for at most finitely many P, and the corresponding fact for K. For the second assertion it suffices to show: if E={a ί1
, a n } is any finite set of nonzero elements of Σ then there exists TeX s (Σ) with Tf] E = 0. Let f(x) be the minimal iί-polynomial for a iy with constant term a { . If all the a { Φ 0 then choosing PeX(K) with f(x) e A P [x] for all i but with a { £ P for all i we have T Π E = 0 for any spanning prime T of Σ extending P, by the argument of the proof of 5.2. In particular this proves the assertion when I' is a division algebra. If some a { = 0 then Σ ~ (D) n , n > 1. Since the a { are nonzero one can choose a matrix representation for Σ over D in which the matrices for the a { all have nonzero last columns. Let 6* Examples* In this section we give some examples of finite primes in simple algebras which are not spanning primes of the algebra.
The first set of example arises from an important description of finite primes containing idempotents, due to M. E. Manis (unpublished). (
b) // T is any prime of R with fe T, then eTe -P is a finite prime of eRe; T can be recovered from P and, say, M o = eTf by the construction in (α).
Proof. Straightforward checking. Manis showed that in case R is a full matrix ring over a locally finite field k the above construction, with e any idempotent of rank one, yields all the finite primes of R, giving an approach to the description of the primes of R differing from that in [10] .
Applying Proposition 6.1 to the construction of nonspanning primes in a matrix algebra Σ = (D) n , n > 1 over a division ring D, let S be a finite prime of the center K of D, let P be any prime of D extending S. Let {e^-| 1 ^ i, j ^ n) be a set of matrix units in Σ. In the notation of 6.1, let e = e nn , let M o = {0}. Then N = fΣe, M = {0}, B = fΣfi One checks that T is the set of matrices with arbitrary entries in the first n -1 rows, and 0 entries in all but the ^-th column of the π-th row, the (n, n) entries being in P. Clearly T does not span Σ over K.
The preceding construction yields nonspanning primes in Σ whether or not D contains nonspanning primes. In case D is a noncommutative central if-division algebra for K an algebraic number field, the existence of nonspanning primes in D follows from Theorem 4.1, or more directly from the fact that for any subfield L of D properly containing K, there are finite primes P of K which split in L. For to say P splits in L is to say that the primes S ly , S k of L extending P are not integral over A P , so that if T is any prime of Σ extending S lf say, T cannot be integral over A P , hence (by 4.1) T cannot be a spanning prime. We now give a final example which shows that a prime of a central simple algebra may span a "small" subalgebra. Let K be any (nonlocally finite) field, L a cyclic Galois extension of K with group G = <σ> of order n. Let Σ = (L, σ, α) be a cyclic algebra (-£ = Σ ΘS Lu* with wVa: = σXcήu* for α e L and u n = α e If-see [1] or [4] ). Suppose P is a finite prime of K which splits completely in L, i.e., P has w distinct extensions : if ] 1/2 . Such primes exist in any algebra Σ central simple over a global field if, as Σ is then a cyclic algebra (see [1] or [6] ), say Σ -(L, σ, a) for some cyclic extension L of K y and it can be shown (e.g., using the zeta function) that there exist in fact infinitely many finite primes of K which split completely in L.
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